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Harassment
claims meet
slow reaction
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Fly Down to Rm.
DM20 for more
info & to pick up a
nomination form!
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Nominations Open Feb.3/97 for Your
Officer Positions:
EXeCITtiVe
Students' Assoc.
President VP Student Affairs &Treasurer
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Planet X Has
Gone Rock&Roll

--K

414.-K

The New
THE NIGHTCLUB

Thursdays
RETRO 80's
Ladies Night
Ladies Drink Free
9-10pm

Fridays
Loonie Hour
9-10pm
Free Pool til 9pm

Saturdays
Loonie Hour
9-10pm
Free Pool til 9pm

Winnipeg's Downtown
Home of Rock n Roll
Featuring Local & International Bands
Come Dance Your Face Off To
Guns & Roses. AC/DC. Poison, Metallica, Tom Petty,
David Bowie, Soundgarden, Greenday, Bush X, Tragically Hip.
The Rolling Stones, Devo. Elvis Costello, George Thu•ogood,
Queen. Frankie Goes To Hollywood. Torn Cochran.
Alice in Chains. Dire Straits, The Kinks,
The Cars. The Police, Sting.
Rod Stewart. Billy Idol. Van Haien.
Kiss. Streetheart. REM.
The Clash. Depeche Mode,
The Pretenders, 51-40.
Psvchadelic Furs. B-52's,
Pearl Jam. Boy George

245 Mc Dermot Avenu

By Debbie Matejicka
and Kari Puchala
Staff Writers
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RRCC President
to leave in March

Knight has finally
breachedthe end of his rope.
Ls/reached
Knight, a Computer
Engineering Technology student, has been battling with
administrative staff from both
his program and from within the
College over an academicturned-harassment complaint, to
no avail.
"Everything I have done has
been through the proper channels," said Knight.
Going through the 'proper
channels' however, has not, and
does not ensure swift justice for
students who file harassment
complaints
Knight's case for instance, has
been ongoing for over one year
now.
After filing his academic
appeal in May of 1996, Knight
became frustrated with two
instructors he said were "very
rude" towards him.
Knight's next action was to
seek out the College's harassment advisor, Naomi Levine,
and file a harassment complaint
against the instructors.
But it's been slow going for
Knight, perhpas because Levine
does not have an office on campus.
Levine, who is only on contract with the College also holds
a full time position and office at
the University of Winnipeg.
'They don't need someone
sitting in an office full time",
said Levine.
The Student Association on

the other hand, has put forth a
request to College president,
Tony Knowles for a room to be
made available to students who
wish to meet with Levine at the
College.
"I would like to see her
(Levine) spending more time at
the College," said SA president,
Cheryl Herda.
As well, Herda has requested
that additional changes be made
to the harassment complaint pro-.
cess to ensure student concerns
are being dealt with properly.
In her memo to Knowles,
Herda asked that "Levine provide(s) a written, timely
response to any student who
raises a concern with her."
"She wasn't getting back to
students in a timely manner,"
said Herda.
See "Complaints" page 3...

RRCC President Tony Knowles is leaving for a new position at Investors Group.
By Arlene Petkau
Staff Writer

O

rIn Tuesday, March 20, Red
Community College
will need a new president.
Dr. Tony Knowles, RRCC
president for the past six and a
half years, resigned at the end of
January His next position will

be vice-president of corporate
training nationally for Investors
Group in Winnipeg.
"As president and CEO, Dr.
Knowles carries the responsibility for all of the College's activities," said Ralph Bullock,
chairman of the RRCC's board of
governors. "It would have been
nice for Dr. Knowles to finish the
academic year, but as soon as he

announces his resignation, the

amount of influence he has will
diminish."
contract
president's
The
requires either a six-month notice
before resignation or alternate
negotiations may be made, said
Bullock.
"Investors Group would have
liked him to start the next day,"
said Bullock. "His enthusiasm
for the college is not the question."
The Board negotiated March
19 as Knowles' last day at the
college. A consultant hired by
the board will begin conducting a
nation-wide search for a new
president.
"We need to proceed posthaste to find a replacement," said
Bullock. "We're jumping into
the fray a little bit later than other

community colleges."
He said Edmonton's Northern
Alberta Institute of Technology
(NAIT) and a college in British
Columbia are also looking for
new presidents.
Bullock suggested someone
may be appointed president and
CEO in the interim. Ideally, he
said he hoped to have someone
sign a permanent three-year contract in July or August.
Knowles also helped transfer
RRCC from a government
department into an autonomous
college. In 1993, the province
announced a board of governors
would be responsible for the
guidance of all college affairs.
See "Knowles" page 3

Garbutt new coordinator
of building facelift
By Jamie Parcells
Staff Writer

he head of the fundraising
campaign for renovations to
the interior of RRCC's Building
A has been terminated. SRP Management Consulting
Associates Ltd. has been
replaced by Dean of Applied
Sciences Barry Garbutt.
According to Dean of Student
Affairs Fausto Yadao, the decision to end SRP's management
of the campaign was a direct
result of its inability to achieve
productive results.
"We wanted to see certain
things established by certain
dates, and it soon became apparent to us that SRP was not meeting our requirements," Yadao

T

said.
After it was found it would

take $4 million to extensively
remodel the inside of Building A,
including the upgrading of classrooms and computer labs, SRP
conducted a feasibility study and
concluded this amount was an
achievable goal over a four year
period.
Shortly after however, relations between SRP and the
College began to deteriorate.
The two major problems with
SRP's campaign were its failure
to draft a suitable case statement
outlining why RRCC was raising
funds and its inability to properly
recruit volunteers, Yadao said.
"It's absolutely vital for volunteers to believe in the project
they are working for, but in this

case, they became very impatient
and frustrated because they simply didn't know what to do," he
said.
Yadao said SRP was given a
second opportunity to implement
a management strategy more
cohesive with College objectives, but failed to do so.
The campaign has taken a different direction under the guidance of Garbutt, and Yadao said
his appointment has created a
level of confidence so the campaign can proceed with important
steps forward, including the
financing of materials for con
struction.
Garbutt, who is excited about
See "Campaign" page 3...
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MESSAGES

frozen. Damn, I wish I had
plugged in my car.
-Delilah

MANSFORFAIION

To the quiet guy with short black
hair in second year BAI. I have Thumper,
seen you get on the number 27 Happy Valentine's day!! Its been
bus many times, but I am too shy six months and I'm still twiterto talk to you. I would like to get pated!
to know you intimately. Please
respond in the Projector.
Champagne Man,
-Love your soon to be valentine I'm waiting with bated breath for
xoxo your arrival. The holiday of
lovers. How appropriate! Can't
Whisper so only I can hear. wait for your sweet kisses.
Magnetize my flesh to seek
-Long Distance Lover
yours. Polish me. I'm a jewel in
your careful hands. Priceless to To Mike in the white Nike hat, I
you only. Let me be beauty in get a warm fuzzy feeling inside
your eyes, and my world is yours. every time I see you in The Cave
-Delilah and I can't stop staring.
-D
To the sleepy head in The Cave P.S. Will you be my valentine?
on Thursday January 23. Did you
like your rose? Let me know.
-From your little rose bud

FOR HIRE

Happy Valentine's Day Ad-Art
man. By the way, I like your haircut.
-Cre Comm Woman
A great American poet once
wrote: We're not gonna take it.
No, we ain't gonna take it. Long
live Dee!
I think I'm the buffed blonde guy
referred to in the last issue of the
Projector who hangs out in The
Cave at noon. I don't know who
wrote that personal, but I'm look-

ing forward to meeting you.
-Waiting for some action
Snow falls like a shroud. The
pulse of the city slows, from
quiet summer laughter to howling winter choking. Feet are lead,
fingers numb, engine block

Experienced typist to help with
your workload. Located in
Transcona. Call Gail at 222-7873

TRAVEL
Best hotels and lowest prices for
spring break beach destinations.
Call now for rooms or sign on as
Inter-Campus rep. 1-800-3276013. buTylk.vwv.i.irpt.enm_

Thrifty Car Rental

Discount Rates

ATTN. students and staff.
Commuters Canada has shuttle
service to RRCC from Interlake.
Call 204-278-3696 for rates and
times.

VOLUNTEERS
Following are examples of the
many volunteer opportunities
available in the Winnipeg area. If
you are interested in any of the
following or would like to
explore numerous other positions, please contact the
Volunteer Centre of Winnipeg at

Need
help in
Chemistry
or Math?

Newsletter volunteer required to
input, format, and proofread text
of a quarterly newsletter for a
national organization.
Knowledge of WordPerfect, ability to work independently, strong
writing skills, and ability to take
initiative required.

4 Locations To Serve You

To advertise in the
classifieds drop off
or mail your ad, complete with payment,
to RRCC Students'
Association, Room
DM 20-2055 Notre
Dame Ave. Wpg, MB
R3H 0J9.
Note: Make cheques
the
to
payable
Students'
Association.

Volunteer tutors are required to
tutor adults involved in upgrading and life skills we-employment program. Volunteers can
work one on one or in a small
group, assisting with reading,
writing, spelling, and math.
Weekdays only, mornings or
afternoons.

If you are not a student, a classified or
message will cost
$2.00 per 20 words.

Osborne Village 477-5566 Tuxedo 488-3311

MoVIE
HING E

If you are a student
classifieds are $1.00
per 20 words and the
messaging section if
free.

Every Tuesday
Every Movie
Rents For

only $2° 5°each

www.pangea.ca/-moviev/

Call
C laden e

MARS CREATIVE COMPUTER DESIGNS
Specializing in all your business & personal needs
Word Processing • Term Papers • Essays • Thesis
Manuscripts • Resumes • Rush Service?
Fax Service-(Send/Receive) • Reasonable Rates!
• HP Laser Output (600dpi) •
• HP Scanjet Color Scanner Available •

775-1471
s;-) r

4.1 a per how

420 Kensington

949-7600

112 Garry

949-7620

Support

1430 Ellice

949-7622

Ability
Fund

2000 Wellington

949-7608

vizatarss
1111 MN MI sy Rffitty

How to place a
classified:

Office assistant needed to perform basic clerical duties once a
week. Duties include helping set
up a weekly agenda for regular
luncheon meetings. Strong communication and writing skills,
and knowledge of WordPerfect
5.1 required.

for RRCC Students + Staff
(WPG. Locations Only)

News

540-B ARCHIBALD STREET
WINNIPEG, MANITOBA
R2J 0X4

MARLENE MCAULAY
TELEPHONE: (204) 987-7464
FAX: (204) 987-7460
•

CLIP AD TO RECEIVE

15%

OFF PRICE!

Essays, Theses, Resumes & all that...
MARCH OF
DIMES

WE
WANT
YOU!
Call: 694-HELP

•
•
•
•

ESSAYS & TERM PAPERS
REPORTS & MANUSCIPTS
PROOFREADING & EDITING
RESUME WRITING & LAYOUT

Prompt service. Pick up & delivery. Reasonable rates.
Quality equ:pment: 486 PC, HP LaserJet 4P Printer

Call 489-8712... now!
"...Meeting all your typing needs"

10%
DISCOUNT

Turn to page 10 for details
To place a classified, fill out this form and drop it of, along with payment, to the
Students' Association.
Classifieds are 044 $1 per 20 words for students and
$2 per 20 words for non-students.

RED RIVER COI.V.IUNIT?
COLLEGE STUDENTS & STAFF
VITH I D

EVERYTHING FOR THE
GREAT OUTDOORS...
BAUSCH & LOMB BINOCULARS

If you would like to place a classified longer than 20 words, complete the
message on a blank piece of paper using the same format as above.
Class(fled will not be published without payment.

the Projector

UNITED
ARM
SURPLUS
SALES
460 Portage Ave.
Across from The Bay
Ph. 786-5421
Open Seven Days A Week.

SONY
BANFF & GORE TEX
OUTERWEAR
-

EUREKA TENTS
CAMPTRAILS BACKPACKS,
EASTPAKS DAYPAKS

COLUMBIA SKIWEAR
KODIAK, HI-TEC, SOREL BOOTS
BOLLS SUNGLASSES

"CANADA'S LARGEST
OUTDOOR STORE"

February 10, 1997

Complaints to SA mounting
about harassment process
Continued from page

What is harassment?

1

In the present system, students who wish to
speak with Levine must call and leave a message on her voice-mail.
It is then up to Levine to call that student
back and arrange a suitable meeting time for
both parties.
But often, students are hard to reach during
the day because of classes.
To date Herda has received five to eight
unofficial complaints regarding dissatisfaction with the entire process, only two of which

* avoidance or exclusion
*rude behavior
*stereotyping or name calling
*jokes/slurs
*sexually oriented requests
*insults, threats of reprisal or intimidation
*unwanted or unsolicited remarks

Levine is aware of.
"You can't blame one person, the whole
system has failed," said Herda.
She added that Knowles has "promised" to
implement changes in the process but has not
given an exact date as to when these amendments will actually be made.
Levine and Herda have agreed to meet
sometime next week to discuss the launching
of a harassment awareness campaign.
"We want to make sure students know there
is a (harassment) office and it is available for
them.", said Levine.
Executive Assistant to the President, Debbie
Pokrant said that they are currently in the process of finding a room for Levine to meet with
students.

*can be single or multiple incidents
*may take spoken,written, non- verbal and/or
physical form

Where to Go?
*Harassment advisor, Naomi Levine at 6322107, or for recorded information: 632-2416.
*Student Association office in DM20
(Source: Red River Community College
Harassment brochure)

Knowles taking
his expertise
into the private sector
Continued from page 1....

Dean of Student Affairs,
Fausto Yadao, also credited
Knowles with creation of the
College Relations Department.
"His aim was always to
strengthen further College and
business community relations,"
said Yadao.
Under Knowles' leadership,
RRCC developed the Aboriginal
Education and Institutional
Diversity Division.
"The new program signalled to
the community our commitment
to the education of aboriginal and
multi-cultural communities,"
said Yadao.
"I'm excited about this new
job. I've always had a strong
business approach as president
and I'm pleased I have this
opportunity to be part of the private sector," said Knowles.
Knowles' influence has gone

Graduation
Photos

beyond the Manitoba academic
and business communities, said
John Harrison, a former chair of
the College's board of governors.
Under Knowles' direction
RRCC is in negotiations to set up
contract training campuses with
the Shenyang Electrical Power
Institute in China, said Harrison.
"SEPI is a hydro facility
beyond comerehension." he said.
"Tony has been very aggressive
in making these intriguing opportunities with international links."
Raised in Bathe, Ontario,
Knowles served as vice-president
academic of Niagara College in
Welland, Ontario before coming
to Manitoba.
Bullock said he is glad
Knowles is not taking his expertise out of the province.
"RRCC is losing an excellent
man. He's been a positive influence in the community and in
Manitoba," said Bullock.

Campaign
recruits
new staff
who know
Manitobans

Photos will be taken
March 17 to March 20.
Appointments taken after March 10th.
Check your class schedules
before you come in to make an appointment.
$5.00 deposit required
at time of appointment.
•

Continued from page

1....

his appointment and the
prospects for the campaign,
said SRP's termination came
as no surprise.
"Andrew Reed, the consultant with SRP who was primarily responsible for the
campaign, came from Ontario
with little knowledge of how to
recruit and educate
Manitobans for volunteer work

of this nature," he said.
"Money in this province
tends to be less readily available, and volunteers are hard to
come by."
For support, the College has
employed Ginea Eisler, manager of the Legacy of Care
Capital Campaign at the
Riverview Health Centre for
her expertise in fundraising.
The campaign has recruited
additional volunteers including
Terry Wright, senior vice-pres-

ident of Investors Group, and
intends to hire administrative
assistant to manage the thy-today operations of volunteer
staff.
Officially, fund-raising for
the campaign has not yet
begun, but unofficially, the
"Family Sector" including
College staff, Board of
Governors members, students
and alumni has generated over
$70,000.
Additional targets for the

campaign include business and
industry, professional associations, and the "Major Gifts"
group comprised of community members willing to donate
substantial gifts to the campaign•
Confirmation of the required
funds is expected to be
achieved over the four period,
but it may take much longer
for all of the money to filter in.

the Projector
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Projector to work on its
image within College
By Kim Hes
Staff Writer

Tn a world where every perIson's time is a precious commodity, it has become
increasingly difficult to grab and
hold someone's attention.
And with people from so
many different walks of life to
cater to, it seems the Projector is
having its fair share of trouble
doing just that.
A recent marketing research
project done by RRCC students
for the Students' Association
regarding the Projector included
a survey of 212 students from
various programs.
The survey was used to determine the effectiveness of the
Projector, what students liked
and disliked about it and any
changes that could improve it.
However, it was difficult to
put together comprehensive
numbers after it was determined
that 31 per cent of the students
had never read the Projector,
and of those students, more than
half had never heard of it.
"I'm not interested in the
paper, and I don't have time to
read it," says Ming Kin Tsoi, a
Survey Engineering Technology
student.
Many students who have read
the Projector cited lack of time
as their reason for not reading
the paper on a regular basis; others were more critical.
"I think the story about Lisa
Glover being suspended from
her duties at the paper dragged
on too long," said Craig

Holigroski,Electrical
Engineering Technology student.
Holigroski went on to say that
the Projector seemed to turn into
the frontline by over-exposing
every detail.
"The petty politics between the
Students' Association and the
Projector don't interest me," he
said.
SA vice-president Corey
Dalebozik agreed the paper
shouldn't be used to air personal
problems.
"What I'd like to see in the
future is the SA and the
Projector working together for
the rights of the students,"
Dalebozik said.
SA president Cheryl Herda
thinks the Projector's focus is
too limited.
"I think there needs to be a
more conscious effort by the
editors to create a broader
awareness of what's going on in
the College and not just the SA.
There are things going on at the
College level that students aren't
finding out about.
Although the content of the
paper is important to most students, others felt that the length
of the articles was also an
important issue.
"The stories have too many
unnecessary words. They never
get their point across - light on
facts and heavy on words. If I
wanted a story that long, I'd read
a novel," said Sean Purvis, a
first year student also in
Electrical Engineering
Technology
However, not everyone had

something negative to say about
the paper.
Although the survey concluded that 37 per cent of students
pick up the paper because they
are curious, and 34 per cent pick
it up out of boredom.
Tanya Kirkness, a Nursing student says she does enjoy certain
parts of the paper.
"I like the message section.
They should put more personal
messages in the paper," she said.
In fact, some of the lighter
material in the paper may be
what draws the reader in.
"There should be more contests
and stories that are a little lighter
and fun, like the University of
Manitoba's paper, the
Manitoban," said Business
Administration student, Kevin
Anseeuw.
Many students wanted better
coverage of what happens
behind-the-scenes at RRCC.
"I like the stories that concern
the school. I want to be sure that
we are getting the best education
for our dollar," says Caroline
Sinclair, a first year student.
Business Administration student, Howard Nelson agrees.
"I'm interested in what is happening in the school. I want to
know whether or not our
instructors are doing an adequate job," Nelson said.
"I think the Projector really
needs to work on its awareness
in the College. We have been
trying to work on more advertising on the campus radio station,
CMOR, to market the Projector
better," said Projector editor-inchief, Lisa Glover.

The Fort Garry Horse

Staff Writer

ew courses proposed for RRCC reveal a trend in
Manitoba post-secondary education.
The province's colleges and universities have begun to
share students and courses - articulation it's called.
"The government wants more linkages and articulation
of post secondary institutions in the province in the belief
that it generates efficiencies," said Ken Webb, VicePresident Academic at RRCC.
"The more cost effective we can make it the more
opportunities there will be for students - we won't have to
close down programs," Webb said.
The College has proposed 11 new courses for the 199798 academic year, which include a chemistry, biology and
environmental studies joint degree/diploma with the
University of Winnipeg, and a bachelor of midwifery with
a university not yet determined.
There is already a joint program in applied chemistry,
but the College hopes to expand it to include biology and
environmental science.
"A lot of students who took science here went on to university anyway - the idea is to make the transition from
diploma to degree easier," said Dean of Applied Sciences,

N
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Canadian Army Reserve

If you thought fourwheeling was fun .. .

What's Up With That... losses/14n,

t‘ks
tot%

try this!
It weighs 16 tonnes, does 80 km/h cross-country, and is packed with some of the most
sophisticated electronics in the world. The
Coyote Reconnaissance Vehicle is the new
ride of The Fort Garry Horse. If you are looking
for a summer job with a difference we have
positions and training available for:

1. Could you bring back the recycling bin for cans and bottles to building J,
- C.McGee

eye pain persists you should see the RRCC Health Nurse in HM-08.

Ron Barnes - Director of Facilities has informed the SA that the box will be returned
immediately.

4. We need an elevator for the handicapped people in building "J"
- Donnie De Jesus

2..At the Book store the Parking passes should be handled at an other location for
at the first 2 weeks of each term to alleviate line congestion at the cash registers.
Also, no returns should be allowed during this time, a grace period could be
allotted. At the Tuition payment office, a cheque drop off slot should be installed
like at the U of W this would eliminate line ups if a receipt is not needed.
-cord Moore

Ron Barnes - Director of Facilities indicated that there are access routes to all areas in Bldg.
J for the handicapped through the various entrances. The cost of installing an elevator is
upwards of $50,000 - $80,000 and due to the amount of access the cost is not warranted at
this time.

Ron Maddox-The RRCC Book Store would like to have the sales of parking passes
moved to another location as well, however with the limited resources and personnel that
the college has, the Book Store must handle these sales. The Book Store though has
found a solution to both problems with one change. Opening soon at the Book Store is a
customer service window, this area will handle the sales of parking passes and book
returns. The cash register lines will be left for book sales only. As for the Cheque drop
off box for tuition payments, Judy McMullen, from Accounts indicated that the idea had
been looked at in the past, but with the lack of a 'secure area" it was never done for
security reasons. As accounts is currently undergoing renovation that will be looked at
again, other possible solutions that could be looked at are, to drop off cheques at security
office or Continuing Ed. These options will be looked at before they are implemented.

• Vehicle Crews
• Vehicle Mechanics
• Weapons Technicians
• Admin., Finance and Stores Clerks

3. Install better lighting in classrooms as the existing lighting bums my eyes!

• Medical Assistants, Cooks

especially in rooms without windows!

- Eve Dillstone

5. How about another bank machine or maybe one that isn't out of service so often.
- L Patterson.

Fausto Yadao - Dean of Student Affairs, Suggested that the SA conduct a survey of the
student population at RRCC, to see if additional service is warrant. I should have this done
by the end of the month. At which time Norm Konowalchuk - Executive Director of Admin.
Services will be approached and we can get the ball rolling on this.

6. There were a number of suggestions regarding food services, from the
Installation of micro-waves to the lack of healthy food. The RRCC Food
Services dept. has agreed to form a committee to create a forum to deal
with these suggestions/complaints. The first meeting was February 4th (the
day this went to print). If there are any other suggestions or complaints drop
a line in the suggestion Boxes. these will then be brought forward at the next
meeting.

• Transport Drivers
Ron Barnes - Director of facilities would like the
numbers of the rooms in question. The Safety
Coordinator Daryl Neilson can then conduct a test
to see if the lights meet safety standards, if you're

Interested?
Call 589-5338 Monday-Friday 9 a.m.- 4 p.m.
or visit our website at
http://www.gatewest.net/-gknudson/

often
fte/J.e
Tuesday, February 11, 1997
7 - 10 p.m.
551 Machray Avenue, Winnipeg

Manitoba colleges and universities to share courses
By Jay Whetter

News

Royal Canadian Armoured Corps
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Barry Garbutt.
"I think we'll see more and more of these arrangements
and the boundaries get less and less," he said.
The joint diplomas and degrees with the College and
other universities have been a provincial government priority since the Roblin commission on post-secondary education was released in 1993.
The commission proposed new ideas to make education
work more efficiently in the face of shrinking budgets and
encouraged cooperation between colleges and universities
to limit repetition of courses and integrate programs.
There are joint Nursing programs available now at the
College that run in conjunction with the University of
Manitoba and the University of Minnesota at Crookston.
Crookston campus also cooperates with RRCC in business and technical diplomas.
But the longest running sharing of courses has been
with the University of Winnipeg, which Garbutt said has
become a very comfortable relationship since it began in
1985.
"The arrangement with the U of W is a fully integrated
program - it doesn't take an extra year to do it anymore,"
he said.
A four-year degree in Science can be taken in four
years, even if the student transfers to university with a college diploma.
The proposed bachelor of midwifery hasn't got a uni-

versity partner yet because there isn't one around that can

support the program.
Garbutt said the bachelor of midwifery is a concept that
may include Keewatin Community College as well as colleges in Saskatchewan and Northern Ontario.
If the funding came through a university partner would
then be sought, which could be in Winnipeg or elsewhere.
There is only a million and a half dollars allotted by the
government for new courses at RRCC each year, not
enough to approve all of the 11 proposed courses.

Other courses proposed for 1997/98:
-Rural Development Technology diploma
-Special Events Broadcasting advanced diploma
-Emergency Paramedic Technology diploma
Microcomputer Applications certificate
-Tourism diploma
-Toyota Training Employment diploma program
-Human Resource Management advanced diploma
-Computer analyst/programmer, laptop initiative
-Educational Training Infrastructure
-

DOES THE STUDENT BODY WANT THE SA TO REVISIT THE SMOKING
POLICY ISSUE? PLEASE BRING YOUR COMMENTS TO THE SA EXECUTIVE
AT 1111-20. TALK TO EITHER CHERYL, COREY OR MICHAEL. OR SIMPLY
DROP YOUR COMMENTS IN ONE OF OUR SUGGESTION BOXES.

s1

SA plans move into south gym
Red tape stands in the way of centralizing SA office, the Cave, CMOR, and the Projector in one location
By Jill Macyshon
Staff Writer

A

fter a decade of collecting

$20 from students' yearly
feeg, the SA now plans to put
the Student Union Building
Fund to good use.
Since the mid 1980's the SA
has taken $20 from the $85 student fee, and deposited that
money in the fund.
To date they have collected
approximately $750,000.
Who now hope to renovate
and move into the South Gym
within the next two to three
years.
Gordon Fardoe, Executive
Director of the SA, said the
move is mainly due to overcrowding and he said the SA
would like to centralize all its
branches in one location.
Currently, the SA operates
the Cave, CMOR, the
Projector, and the SA offices.
Fardoe hopes to incorporate
these areas into the newly renovated gym, but he said the
actual gymnasium should stay
relatively intact, with only a

few minor changes.
"We want to leave (the South
Gym) because it's a great space
for special events," he said.
Since the gym belongs to the
College, the SA has some red

tape to cut through before the
project is approved.
For starters, the SA needs
more money.
Fardoe said they will lobby
the government, and ask the

College for some additional
funding.
Fausto Yadao, Dean of
Student Affairs, agreed with the
SA's principles, but he said he
isn't sure if the South Gym is

South gym would provide ample space for the SA and its affiliations

the best place for the new
offices.

"When the SA wants to move
to a different area of the
College, we want to be
involved," he said.
Although the Board of
Governors has approved part of
the SA's proposal, they have
not given ascent to provide
funding yet, Yadao said.
He said requirements for the
proposal would have to be
agreed upon and the costs analyzed, then they could figure
out how the project would be
financed.
However, some students at
RRCC wonder if their money
could be put to better use.
"Why don't we have a voice
in this?" said Steve Appleyard,
a student in the Computer
Analyst Program.
"There's got to be something
better to spend this money on,"
he said.
His classmates agreed.
"More computers," one student said. "You can never get
into a Microlab."

Photo by Darcy Mom
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ic HERPES

Students pay big
for course at
Downtown Campus

VACCINE STUDY

FOR PERSONS WHO HAVE NO HISTORY OF GENITAL HERPES
We are looking for healthy volunteers 18 yrs or over to test an
experimental vaccine (or placebo) which may prevent the
acquisition of herpes from another person.

HONORARIUM PROVIDED
For further information call the Research Nurse

Computer Animation Program carries $15,000 tuition
By Sherry Kubara
Staff Writer

A

n impending 15 per cent tuition hike has
any RRCC students upset, but most of them
don't realize how easy they have it.
Forget the comparisons with university tuitions
in Manitoba, RRCC students need to look no further than the College itself to find an education
program with sky-high tuition.
At the Market Driven Training Centre, a part of
RRCC's Downtown Campus, 20 students are currently taking a new computer animation program
which carries a hefty tuition of $15,000.
The steep price for the Computer Animation
Specialist Program, which began in October 1996,
is a result of little or no funding for the program.
At the main campus, the amount of money paid
by students only covers ten per cent of costs and
the rest is picked up by government subsidies.
But according to facilitator Laura Kirbyson, the
animation program works on a "cost-recovery"
system, where all aspects of the program are paid
through student tuition.
Although about half of the 20 students have
their costs covered by Employment Canada spon-

sorships, the other students had to fund themselves.
There are no government subsidies and tuition
includes all books, supplies, and use of high-tech
equipment.
"Basically, the only things that aren't covered
are the student's pens and paper," said. Kirbyson.
Students use the latest computer animation software and graphics workstations, the likes of which
created the special effects in movies like Jumanji
and Toy Story, said Kirbyson.
The four-term, 52-week program provides
intensive training for creative people who are able
to draw and have background knowledge of
graphic design, animation, and fine arts.
One thing the animation program does not offer
is on-the-job work placement during training, an
asset offered by most other RRCC programs.
'There simply aren't enough places to go in the
industry in Winnipeg. Maybe we would be able to
place a couple of people, but not 20," said
Kirbyson.
She said that the Market Driven Training Centre
is hoping to reduce the cost of tuition next year,
but nothing has been confirmed.

789-3398

Monday to Friday - 8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.

"Wantett oi5 Totiou Ciattigg fan
the Ithuiteit Terstattata"

BE A BIG SISTER
srigilf9a
Association of Winnipeg
505 - 294 Portage Avenue
Winnipeg, Mb R3C OB9

942-1490

"1 feel so
thirsty."
Extreme thirst can he
one of the warning signs
as is frequent
of
urination, rapid weight
loss or gain or a cut or
sore that is slow to heal.
If vou have any of these
signs, don't ignore them.
Please see your doctor.
For more information please
call your local CDA branch.

oi

CANADIAN 1 ASSOCIATION
DIABETES 1 CANADIENNE
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Star Wars - catch it while you can
By Jeff Walker
Staff Writer

66Excellent!"
"Awesome!"
"Unbelievable!"
These words left the mouths of thousands of people in Winnipeg after the
opening of Star Wars Special Edition on
the evening of January 31.
I must admit, I was one of them.
The new version of Star Wars is
absolutely amazing.
Re - releasing Star Wars has given producer/writer/director George Lucas the
opportunity to fix up some problems with
the original film including cleaning up
some effects and adding footage which
was originally shot but was not put in the
movie due to budget, time, or technical
restraints.
The most notable new scene involves a
meeting between Han Solo (Harrison
Ford) and Jabba the Hun in the hangar of
the Mos Eisley Spaceport on Tatooine.
In Star Wars Special Edition, we are
introduced to a younger, smaller Jabba the
Hutt who can actually move around on his
own.
Lucas originally shot the scene with
Ford and a live actor. His intention was to
replace the actor with either a puppet or a
"stop-motion" creature in post-production.
Lucas wanted to put the scene back into

Han Solo (Harrison Ford) confronts Jabba the Hut in a new scene from Star Wars Special Edition
the movie because the relationship
between Solo and Jabba became a major
plot point in The Empire Strikes Back and
Return of the Jedi.

As well, he always claimed that he was
never completely satisfied with his presentation of Mos Eisley Spaceport, in particular the now-famous Cantina scene.
Lucas used the technique of computer
animation to create a larger Mos Eisley
Spaceport, adding buildings and creatures
to the city.
He also added several new creatures in

the cantina.
Dynamic explosions of both the planet
Alderaan and the Death Star are updated,
and more realistic space battles add to the
overall excitement of the film.
It's been a long time since this film was
on the big screen, and it won't be there for
long.
The theatrical run of Star Wars Special
Edition ends February 20, and 20th
Century Fox says that neither they nor
Lucasfilm Inc. plan to release this edition
of the film on home video.

On February 21, The Empire Strikes
Back begins its theatrical run and Return
of the fedi hits theatres on March 7.
So, as the T.V. ads say, get out there and
"See it for the first time...Again".
And may the Force be with you...

Nerdy Herder has refreshing sound
By Frank Landry
Staff Writer

5;

efreshing is a good word to
describe Nerf Herder.
Coming at the tail end of the
"I hate myself and want to die"
grunge revolution, Ned Herder
prefers to sing about being a
geek in high school, golf shirts,

R

girls, and the bands they grew
up listening to.
Their video for the song "Van
Halen" is climbing the Much
Music charts quickly.
It's hard not to get a kick out
of a song that praises early day
Van Halen and condemns
Sammy Hager.
The best line in the song has
to be "is this what you wanted,

Sammy Hager? Dave lost his
hair-line, but you lost your cool,
buddy".

Ned Herder definitely has a
knack for writing catchy tunes.
Graduates of the Weezer/poppunk school of music, The Herd
has a hand-full of potential hits
on this disc including "Down on
Haley," Golf Shirt," and "Sorry."
Pretty impressive for a band

that was jamming in California
garages a year ago.
And in case you're wondering,
they got their name from a line
in The Empire Strikes Back
where Princess Leia calls Hans
Solo a "half-witted, scruffy looking Ned Herder".
Ahhh... pop culture at its
forest.

King Cobb Steelie's no bag of marbles

By Simon Burgess

HER BLOCK
It's the right thing to do.
GUARANTEED
Well maximize your tax credits or deductions to see
you get all the money you're entitled to receive.

Ask us about the Student Learning Tax Credit!

the Projector

H&R Block is coming to RRCC
on February 24th.
We'll be located in the "C" Tower
Lounge at Mall Level.

Staff Writer
Cobb Steelie's self-titled
ing has been hard to find
debut
up until now, but fans of the band
can now rejoice, for it's finally
available to the starving masses.
As a warm-up to the March 4
release of the band's second
album Junior Relater, the good
folks at EMI Music Canada have
decided to remaster and redistribute K.C.S.'s debut release.
King Cobb Steelie's sound is
hard to label or define, as it mixes

K

hip-hop, rock and funk with a
dash of jazz to end up with a
seamless, aggressive sound that'll
keep your head bopping for a
solid 51 minutes.
The album opens with a Beastie
Boys-like live intro, and then
kicks into "Jackasshole", which is
definitely one of the catchier
songs.
Tracks like "Talking G.I. Joe
with lifelike beard and hair and
Kung-fu grip," "Duotang" and
"One's a Heifer" are standouts,
and the bizarre sampling on songs
such as "Extra Mild" and
"Tomatofromahto" is worth
checking out.
Listening to King Cobb
Steelie's first album makes March
4 seem too far away.
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Northwestern College of Chiropractic, we feel

strongly about the quality of education we provide

caLiv vm.cfric

clinical sciences, diagnosis, X-ray, chiropractic therapeutics, wellness care and practice management;

satisfying careers.

• Emphasis on clinical, hands-on education and experience;
• 11:1 student-to-faculty ratio, individual faculty attention,

As our 3,000 alumni know, we can provide

easy access to educational resources;
• Clinical internships in 80+ Minnesota community clinics

to our 600 students and their preparedness for

you with an educational experience featuring:
• 55 years of expertise developing a well-rounded,
rigorous educational program integrating the basic and

and five College public clinics;
• Extensive interdisciplinary clinical learning opportunities;
• A research center known internationally and dedicated to
advancing chiropractic science and the profession;
• Final term, full-time private practice internships globally;
• A beautiful 25-acre campus featuring leading-edge classrooms, science and methods labs, and clinic facilities;
• Career Services Office to assist graduates in job
placement;
• New state-of-the-art library to support education and
research.
For a personal visit or more detailed information,
call a Northwestern Admissions counselor at

1-800-888-4777.
Mr Committed to Clinical Excellence and Preparedness for Professional Success
Northwestern College of Chiropractic • 2501 West 84th Street • Minneapolis, Minnesota 55431
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Things Changing for better for Unal
By Hans Ongsansoy
Staff Writer

ou know you're a little different when
you have a kanun sitting in the basement.
Just ask musician Emre Unal.
"My dad was a musician," Unal said,
beginning a story that will hopefully shed
some light on what this strange-sounding
object is exactly.
"He had a lot of different instruments in
the house...a sitar, a kanun. Basically, a
Icarian is an 160 string ellirkish harp. This
one was passed down from my grandfather. It's 110 years old, and I can't tune the
thing," Unal concluded, laughing.
These days it would seem Unal has a
right to laugh.
His band Eventide has just released its
first album, Things Change, and not only
does Unal sing lead and play guitar, he is
also responsible for the production of the
album.
"Very satisfying," Unal said.
"There are no excuses. You can't blame
anybody else if something goes wrong,"
said, "but what you end up with is an exact
representation of what's in your head."
Luckily for him, Unal didn't let one
stubborn kanun stop him from pursuing
his musical dream.
It was a dream that began early on.
"I grew up being exposed to a lot of different music: ethnic, jazz, even Turkish
mountain music. So I always knew that's
what I wanted to do. I guess the 'big shining moment' came when I was 15 years
old, and I got an electric guitar from my
dad. I think he thought I'd play classical
music with it or something. But then I discovered distortion and that was the end of
that," Unal said.
Unal didn't begin singing and performing right away however.
He spent a long time polishing his producing skills before ever deciding that he
was ready to front his own band.
"After hearing how demo tapes were put
together, I became intrigued, and wanted
to learn as much as I could," Unal said.
At the age of 21, he moved to
Vancouver where he got a job as a goffer
at Little Mountain Sound, a local studio
that has produced projects for bands like

Y

AC/DC and Metallica.
It was there where
he began to learn how
to put a record together.
"Basically, I was a
little peon to the studio
gods," Unal said.
During this time, he
continued to play guitar and write songs.
"I find (composing
and producing) intrinsically linked. They
are very much related
mixing-wise. A good
song can be ruined by
a bad engineer, while
at the same time, if the
bridge of a song is bad,
no amount of buttonpushing will save it,"
he said.
After "pushing buttons" for eight months,
what Eventide and
Unal ended up with, in I
Things Change, is an cel

Banderas and Sharon Stone
emoting their way through roles
Plays and musicals that have originally portrayed by Jimmy
riday the 13th, Part XXX? A been adapted to movies include Stewart and Grace Kelly.
Then again, in Dial M for
remake of Fast Times at Evita, The Crucible, M Butterfly,
Ridgemont High ? Encyclopedia: and absolutely everything by Murder Kelly does kill her
The Movie? Is this what we can Shakespeare thrice.
attacker with a pair of scissors.
expect to see in theatres in the
Substitute that with an icepick,
Some remakes of old movies
fp n ire??
are The Nutty Professor, Ransom, make the attacker her scorned
Let's face it, folks, the movie Sabrina, The Preacher's Wife and lesbian lover, and you've got
industry, as we know it, is the Cape Fear. And expect remakes Hitchcock 90's style, I guess.
movie, TV, and literary industry of Some Like It Hot and Death
Then there are TV series' that
Takes a Holiday.
as we've already known them.
jumped to the big screen, such as
The biggest sacrilege of all Mission:Impossible and The
Movie execs and screenwriters
are starving for material, and must be the seven remakes of Brady Bunch.
more often than not are scanning Hitchcock films that are going
And if you goose something up
the bookshelves at their local into production as we speak, with a few computer effects you
library, and searching the including To Catch a Thief and can cash in on the granddaddy of
Classics section at Blockbuster in Dial M for Murder (I don't think all creative cop-outs, the rea quest for fodder for the movie- Tress' M for Murder would release (Can you say Star Wars?)
sound as effective, so expect a
going masses.
I haven't even grazed the realm
Some examples of movies title change).
of sequels, which in Hollywood
Excuse my grammar but, why have an effect similar to Pavlov's
adapted from books are Sleepers,
bell.
The English Patient, Jurassic fix something if it ain't broke?
Park, A Time To Kill, Portrait of I think I'll have a teensy problem
So, the next time you lean back
a Lady, Trainspotting, Forrest trying to accept Antonio in your theatre seat to catch an
By Cheryl Moore
Staff Writer

F
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Gump, The Bridges of Madison
County, and countless more.

f after watching Jonathan
Brett's suspense thriller
Turbulence you feel a sudden
sense of deja vu, don't be
alarmed.
You may think you've seen this
movie before.
That's because you probably
have.
Here's part of the story. Ask
yourself if it sounds familiar.
Serial killer Ryan Weaver (Ray
Lioua) is brought on board a 747
aircraft along with another prisoner named Stubbs (Brendan
Gleeson).
Both are shackled in chains.
And escorted by four federal
marshals who are to accompany
them from New York to Los
Angeles where they will face
execution for the crimes they
committed.
Still with me? Ok, good.
There are few passengers on
board, and the skeleton flight
crew consists of three flight
attendants, most notably Teri
Halloran (Lauren Holly).
Wait. Here comes the surprise.
On a routine trip to the bathroom, Stubbs takes advantage of
the situation and attempts to
make his escape.
A bloody melee ensues, and to
summarize, there are multiple
deaths including the four federal

I

Haven't I seen this before, Hollywood?
oddly familiar flick while surrounded by bellbottom-clad
teens, you can safely bet that it's
not just a case of deja vu.
It's more like a case of screenwriters laughing their way to the
bank with briefcases full of Coles
Notes.
Suffice to say, I think I have a
handle on what the Hollywood
bigwigs are clamoring for, so I'm
going to give it a shot.
Apparently, it doesn't take a wild
imagination or flair for originality.
Here's my screen pitch for
Independence Day, the sequel.
Will Smith becomes a highly
decorated war hero for his handto-hand combat with them nasty
aliens.
The president (Bill Pullman) is
not re-elected to second term
after Americans forget his heroic
combat due to his lackluster personality.

They become bitter that half of
their nation lies in stinking,
charred ruins.
Will Smith is elected President
of the United States in a landslide
victory. He marries his stripper
girlfriend (Vivica Fox) on the
lawn of the new White House, in
Miami Beach.
Viv's fellow strippers (Demi
Moore, Elizabeth Berkeley, and
Courtney Love) are
invited...shenanigans follow.
Such naughty tomfoolery has not
been seen since the Clinton
administration.
Possible titles include "You'd
Better Get Out By the Dawn's
Early Light," or "Stars and
Strips."
See? That wasn't so hard now,
was it?
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Turbulence crashes and burns
By Jamie Parcells
Staff Writer

albumthUn
describes as a "good s
listening album."
Unal didn't structure's;
it like a typical pop e%
record, which often
has the best song first. Emre Unal (th ird rom le ), with his band Eventide
More interested in the
on our next album-half of it is already laid
listening experience, he arranged the Christian. I always heard arguments cendown."
songs so that the work had to be heard as tered around religion and I became wary
Unal agreed that it's a little hard to conof it. With 'Electric Jesus' I tried to show
a whole.
how people twist religion around to get centrate on the album that's just been
"(Things Change) is an introspective
released, when the band has already
album. It has songs that ebb and flow," their own way," he said.
Other than minor differences regarding moved onto the next project.
Unal said.
"I try to remember that no one's heard
"Silence," the first single off the album, religious philosophy, Unal says his relationship with his parents is fine.
this before but me, and listen to it with
is one of those songs.
"They think (the release of the album) is fresh ears. In a way I think we almost
"We felt 'Silence' had the most appeal.
played it safe with 'Things Change.' The
It's short and shows off what the band great," Unal said.
"Looking back, I know music kept me next album will probably have a more
does best. It's the most honest song in
terms of showing what Eventide is all out of jail," he continued, hinting that he unique sound," Unal said.
was a little wild in his youth.
Unique?
about," Unal said.
"But I think I made my retributions to
Sounds like we might just hear that
Another "honest song" on the album is
kanun after all.
"Electric Jesus," which might be the next my parents."
What's next for Eventide?
single.
"This summer we plan to do a lot of
According to Unal, this track is his own
interpretation of spirituality based on his week-end tours. Also, if we can get a few
thousand more of these units sold, that
experiences growing up.
"My mother is Muslim, and my dad's would be great," Unal said.
"Other than that, we'll continue to work
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marshals and Stubbs himself.
Unfortunately, Stubbs is shot
by his own partner, Ray Weaver.
Oh, did I forget to mention a
minor detail, the captain of the
aircraft was killed too?
After locking the rest of the
passengers in the crew cabin,
Weaver begins to terrorize attendant Halloran.
Now we have an escaped prisoner with a gun, an attitude, and
a runaway 747.
Unfortunately, this story bears
striking resemblance to a host of
made-for-television movies starring George Kennedy.
There are, however, some subtle differences between this
movie and its predecessors.
While past performances have
been somewhat believable,
Turbulence is wrought with
holes.
The movie never really
explains what caused Weaver to
go over the edge, and Halloran is
an even bigger mystery.
All we really know about her is
she is unlucky in love and suffering a recent breakup.
Oh, I get it.
Halloran takes her frustration
out on the bodies of serial killers
who have the misfortune of
crossing her path.
Halloran overcomes Weaver's
advances both mentally and
physically as he attempts to overpower her in a game of psychological warfare.

She accomplishes this by
executing a series of roundhouse kicks to Weaver's face
and body.
Who would have thought you
could learn karate in airline
attendant school?
One last thing, Halloran
learns how to successfully fly
and land a 747 in a matter of
minutes.
Silly me, it must be a prerequisite to serving tea and
coffee.
I must admit, this is a
refreshing deviation from the
genre of airline hijacking
movies which usually depict
the female as weak and at the
mercy of her male captor.
This movie required Holly
to travel into uncharted water.
"It was a very physical role,
and I have my war wounds to
prove it," she said.
The exceptional performances of both Holly and
Liotta make an exciting story
out of a seemingly weak storyline.
Liotta's performance is similar in intensity to the psychopathic cop he portrayed in 'e
Et
Unlawful Entry.
The visual effects also contributed to the movie. It's not
aircraft plummets to the ground
often you see a jet fighter shoot a Turbulence
van off the wheel of a 747 air an average movie with above don't worry, because you can
plane while it is flying 3000 feet average actors and impressive currently fmd it in your local
video store.
visual effects.
in the air.
It's called Passenger 57.
If you miss it on the big screen,
But ultimately Turbulence is
t

Fierce Creatures not very fishy
By Simon Burgess
Staff Writer

fierce Creatures is not the sequel to A
Fish Called Wanda.

F

Almost every cast-member interview
and review has made that fact perfectly
clear.
After all, most sequels are dull, pale
imitations of the original, made only to
capitalize on the first film's popularity.
Unfortunately, Fierce Creatures doesn't
fall too far from this description.
A Fish Called Wanda was a hit with

audiences and critics, largely due to the
chemistry of the cast.
John Cleese, Kevin Kline, Jamie Lee
Curtis and Michael Palin were unforgettable, the laughs were non-stop and the
script was flawless.
Kline walked away with an Oscar for
Best Supporting Actor, and the movie
went on to become the second most successful British film ever.
Pretty big shoes to fill.
Fierce Creatures does make a valiant
attempt though.
The stars of Wanda are back, and the
chemistry is still there.

8
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Kline is brilliant in a dual role, playing
the greedy, sex-starved Vince, as well as
Vince's father Rod McCain, an Australian
media mogul with a severe flatulence
problem.
Rod's next financial conquest is
England's sleepy Marwood Zoo, and he
sends his new executive Willa (Jamie Lee
Curtis) and his shiftless son to make his
acquisition as profitable as possible.
John Cleese plays Rollo Lee, the zoo's
administrator, who in an attempt to save
his job has come up with a plan to boost
the zoo's attendance.
Knowing that violence sells, he decrees
Marwood Zoo
will feature only
"fierce" animals
and that he
wants a "lethal
weapon in every
cage."
In an attempt
to save their
beloved animals,
the zoo attendants try to convince Rollo their
animals
are
feroindeed
cious, with even
the most lovable
of creatures
being a bloodthirsty maneater.
Unfortunately,
.
Rollo doesn't

fall for it, and actually convinces the keepers that he has shot five cuddly creatures
because he was unable to find them a
home (actually, the kind-hearted Rollo has
taken them home as pets).
Willa and Vince arrive and immediately
set up plans to create a theme park.
Vince (who admits that he was once
given a puppy, but just "didn't get it") sets
up huge ads and unauthorized celebrity
endorsements over every cage, but Willa
slowly becomes won over by the animals,
especially after a close encounter with an
amiable gorilla.
The plot revolves around tension,
attraction and misunderstanding between
the characters, much as it did in Wanda.
But Creatures fails to carry the same
momentum as its predecessor.
While the entire cast is fantastic, the
laughs are more spaced out (although
there are many side-splitting episodes)
and the gags are much more juvenile.
There are lots of fart jokes and booby
jokes (not that there's anything wrong
with that).
But there is a general lack of the wit that
made A Fish Called Wanda so successful
eight years ago.
Perhaps this is Fierce Creatures'downfall.
By itself, it is a good movie.
But it is not A Fish Called Wanda.
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CFL vs. NFL - why bother?
By Scott Brown

Staff Writer

ninally, a good football game
when it counted!
I know, I know - Super Bowl
XXXL is already two and a half
weeks dead, but when something
comes along with that much hype
and that much pizazz, you only
hope the end-product is half the
talk.
This year, the game backed up
its mouth.
Hopefully, it closed a few others.
In case you missed it, the
Green Bay Packers beat the New
England Patriots 35-21.
Doesn't sound too exciting, but
keep this in mind.
Every year, the argument arises
about how close Canada's championship, the Grey Cup was and
about how lopsided or boring the
Super Bowl ended.
Well this year's game still wasn't close, but it was filled with
just as much excitement as any
National Football League or
Canadian Football League game.
There were turnovers and
touchdowns. Lots of 'em. And
that's all you can ask for when
you're watching any football
game, regardless of its nationalitY.
Yet, when it was over, debate

about which game was better, the
CFL or the NFL continued.
Pointless.
The bottom line is they are two
very different games. While
comparison is an easy trap, it's an
impossible argument.
To begin, the NFL has better
football players, period.
When players come out of college, in either country, they
dream about going to the NFL,
not the CFL.
It has to do with ability - plain
and simple.
In the NFL, the players run
faster, jump higher, and hit much,
much harder.
Football is a violent sport, and
in the NFL there isn't as much
room to run and hide as there is
in the CFL.
In Canada you could count on
one hand the number of 300
pound athletes who can run the
40-yard dash in 4.4 seconds and
hit a person while running that
fast.
In the NFL, depending on your
position, you MUST weigh that
much, run that fast, and hit that
hard.
Yet certain rules in the NFL
make the game seem slower and
not as exciting.
It seems the NFL has players
that make its game great, while
the CFL's game makes its players
better.

When players who didn't
make the NFL end up in Canada
they are asked to play a very different game.
In the CFL, the field is longer
and wider.
More field means more room
for skilled players (receivers,
quarterbacks, running backs) to
shine and more room for defensive players to chase.
Together, these differences
increase the probability of error
which usually results in more
touchdowns.
Touchdowns thrill fans - that's
the bottom line.
In the NFL„ the field is smaller
so skill players have to do other
things better.
It's harder for receivers to
catch the ball because there isn't
as much room to get open.
Plus, when you catch the ball,
those heavier defensive players
are closer to you, looking to
knock you into tomorrow.
There is one more down every
series, so the game moves that
much slower.
As well, big time T.V. in the
U.S. requires their commercial
timeouts, so they come along
every five minutes.
There aren't too many modern
CFL players who have starred in
Canada, and then gone on to the
NFL.
There are exceptions, like

1.0

Warren Moon, but he took four
years to reach that plateau in the
NFL, after instant success with
the Edmonton Eskimos in the
early 80's.
Winnipeg heroes and CFL legends like Dieter Brock and
Willard Reaves lasted only one
year in the NFL.
Meanwhile, Doug Flutie continues to revolutionize the
Canadian game.
He didn't make it in the NFL,
failing to make the New England
Patriots even when the city of
Boston considered him an icon.
Yet the Canadian championship always seems to produce
a good game.
And yes, Canadian football in
general is a very exciting brand

of football with more passing,
more wide open play, and one
less down.
But the Super Bowl two and a
half weeks ago proved the NFL
can play "Canadian" football at a
much higher tempo, with higher
skilled players, in a much more
intense atmosphere, surrounded
by a lot more hype.
So what if it only happens once
every seven or eight years.
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WE WANT YOU !

ENT OUR COMPUTER SPACES
TL
AND H.E.L.P. YOU TO REACH YOUR
POTENTIAL AND BE PRODUCTIVE
H.E.L.P. Inc. WANTS YOU !"ITETti
Call 694-HELP [4357]
S. COMPUTERS INCLUDE MOST SOFTWARE
7:00 AM TO 11:CO PM MONDAY TO FRIDAY

.1;

or 9:00 AM TO 6.00 PM SATURDAY
Mg- WITHIN FIVE (5) MINUTES OF THE COLLEGE
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5 55.35 PER HOUR (TAX INCLUDED). LOWER RATES FOR GROUPS
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Business as usual for the Blue Bombers
football, on coaching, and just on life in general. It's a
fresh approach and a change of pace around the office,"
said Cozine.
However, Cozine was quick to support
Reinebold's predecessor.
"Not everything Cal Murphy did was
wrong. He was here nine years and won three
Grey Cups, appearing in one other. But it's
just a whole new approach that has everyone
excited."
Cozine said he hopes the change continues
to bring in new fans.
"Our season ticket thrust is at the families,
but with the 15-30 -year-old market, we have
to attempt to bring them back into the stands,"
he said. "We think we've started that with a
younger coach, a younger coaching staff, and
bringing in some new, exciting players.
While not everything is youth, we are trending that way."

By Scott Brown

Staff Writer

D

espite all the changes with the Winnipeg Blue
Bombers, one thing remains the same - selling season tickets.
In recent clays, the football team has been gobbling up
sports headlines with new and old players coming and
going.
Yet, January and February have always been about
"bringin' in the fans."
"We're quite happy with the way season tickets have
been moving," said Don Cozine, director of business
operations for the football club. "To this point (Feb 1/97),
we've had 5000 season tickets purchased, either renewed
or brand new. That's 3000 ahead of this point last year."
Cozine said the team was 400 tickets away from its
February 1 Early Bird Campaign goal of 4000 tickets.
He acknowledges the role of
recent events around the
Bomber office have contributed
to the numbers.
On January 7, 1997, the
Bombers named former B.C.
Want to learn a trade? Need a job? Looking for a career? Thu can
Lions assistant coach Jeff
have it all in the Canadian Forces. Opportunities are available
Reinebold their new director of
NOW for Canadian men and women. Join our team and share in
football operations and head
a proud Canadian tradition. For more information. drop by your
coach.
Recruiting Centre or call:
Described as flamboyant,
energetic, dynamic, and sincere
1-1300-1356-041313
by those around him, the 39www.recruiting.dnd.ca
year-old Harley-riding, earringOur Team. The best thing that could ever happen to you.
laden Reinebold has infused the
clubhouse with a new excitement.
Wgirar~7%.449t1;
10.41NwintOf
Cal MC ri
"He brings a whole new

Learn a Trade.
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direction, a new outlook on
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The Bombers are once again offering reduced rate season packages for students and families.

Step Into Your Students'
Association's Political Arena!
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Nominations Open Feb.3/9? at 15:00am for
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Those Students Wanting to Run in the
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SA Executive Elections:
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President

Your Vacation Package Includes
c• High Quality Accommodations for 7 Nights On the Gulf of Mexico
so;'

VP Student Affairs

Optional R/T Motorcoach Transportation To Panama City teach

c A Complete Schedule of The Hottest Pool Deck Parties a Activillirs
Food, Merchandise A Service Discounts
'r; Party Boat, Pub Crawl, Deep Sera Fishing S Other Optional Excursions
Full Time Staff On Location To Assist You During Your Stay
All Service Charges & Taxes Included

Treasurer

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION AND RESERVATIONS

Closing Date for Nominations is Feb.14/97 at 4:00pm!

CALL JOHN OR
DAVE AT 8884850 nAccep
dme-

Nomination Forms Are Available at the
Students' Association DM-20

Pusr
,enrs

Regular and Resent
INTERNET AU')RESS http //wwwicpt corn
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Opinions

Editorials
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o MTS is cutting
170 more jobs. I
can hear "I told you
so" ringing in my
ears.
You see, I am
of the sound opinion
that the privatization
of MTS is not a bad

S

Lisa Glover
Editor-in-Chief

thing.
Government's role should not be to keep
house in large corporations.
Don't think that 170 jobs cut from MTS
comes as news to me.
It is about time. Not that I want to see
170 people who have families, bills to pay,
mortgage kicking them in the side and
food to put on the table without work
And I don't mean it's specifically time
for MTS.
I hardly claim myself to be an economist
or a fortune teller for Manitoba business,
but I think it is plain to see that WE, as a
society...not as individuals, have been living high on the hog for too long.
I know that the Molson brewery is shutting down, that bankruptcies are at record
highs, that hundreds of people at Canada
Post lost their jobs and are being forced to

look for new employment, that strikes are bank and there's no reason for two cement
the most popular past time for many companies to be undermining the job of
employees across the country...but I think the other on Nairn Ave. because of a binding contract
these very actions are reasons for reform.
I know that employees shouldn't bend to
It is time that Canadians rethink the
the whim of their employers and I know
future and become more open to change.
big busiI'm not
nesses
saying that
a r e
politicians
money
are right in
hungry.
their attiBut
tudes to cut,
the key
cut, cut. But
word
financially
here is
responsiBUSIble cuts
NESS.
are necesWithout
sary.
profit
There
businessis no reaes don't
son for
survive.
CBC to
That, we
six Student using new MTS payphone. Were layhave
have
reporters offs at the phone company inevitable?
seen in
covering one
event, there's no reason for three govern- Manitoba.
No, the average person will never rise to
ment goffers to be doing the job of one
councillor, there's no reason for five bank the top of the financial ladder. Yes, there
tellers to be standing around in an empty will always be the poor, homeless and peo-

By

Michelle Lavallee

Staff Writer
pie who work their butts off just to get by.
But that is the essence of the mixed
economy we live in: business moving the
economy and the government picking up
those who get left behind.
If we wanted to live as financial equals,
the country would have to prepare for the
most dramatic social reform history has
ever known.
Losing a job feels like a nuclear waste
dump site looming in the pit of your stomach, but environmentalists will tell you
there are procedures you can use to get rid
of that waste.
It may require change and sacrifice, but
that really isn't a new or innovative idea.
Financial incentive is what moves people, without it we'd all lack ambition.

hard work generally pay
Doffin the end?
.1-loff
Does doing the best you can
really mean you'll be rewarded
the way you expect?
Do pigs fly?
Not in my world.
The scenario: single mom with
a one and a half year old, in college trying to earn a career in the
media.
Out of bed at 5:00 AM. Bring
the baby to day care by 7:00 AM,
and to school by 8:00 AM.
I had no early classes, just so
much homework that often took a
SID

111
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Mike Yawney
Entertainment
Editor

head.
Five car lengths ahead of me I
saw a 1984 Oldsmobile motoring
along, but I couldn't see anybody
driving it.
The car was gently swerving
back and forth into the lane adjacent to the one I was driving in.
"Oh my god" I thought.
"Whoever is driving that car
must have had a heart attack or
blacked out".

Being the journalist I am, I
decided I would pull along side
the car to find out just what was
happening.
As I pulled out beside the
mammoth car I tried to take a
peek at the driver's seat.
I didn't see anyone driving it.
But then something caught my
eye.
A tiny little mop of curly grey
hair bobbed up just above the
dashboard for a second and then
was gone.
As we approached a red light
the Oldsmobile began to slow
down and came to a complete
stop.
This was my chance.
I slid over to the passenger side
of my car to see what mysterious
force was driving the car.

As I opened my window, I
noticed a little grey haired lady,
tapping her fingers on the steering wheel and grinning from ear
to ear.
My mouth dropped and I wondered how on earth she could
drive.
Actually she couldn't.
These kinds of things happen
every day in Winnipeg.
Elderly women and men get
behind the wheel of a car that
they can't even see over and go
to Smiuy's or a bridge game.
I don't know how they can
drive and not get nailed by the
cops.
I don't have a problem with
elderly people driving, don't get
me wrong. But I think there
should be a few rules.

1- All people must see above
the dashboard.
2- All people must be able to
see without squinting.
3- All people must be able to
reach the pedals
I really think people should
have their eyesight tested yearly
once they hit 70 so their licences
can be taken away if needed.
I hate to say it, but elderly people who can't see over the dashboard are a danger to society.
I do have a plan however.
I want to build a product which
I've named The Elderly Elevated
Seat.
With this product, elderly people all over the world will be able
to see over the dashboard of any
vehicle.
But how about the problem of

backseat to dishes or dinner.
So there I was, struggling
through a program that lands
many single people on their
asses, and I was doing OK.
Christmas holidays
came and went, and
just as I was getting
back into the swing of
things, someone threw
in a BIG wrench.
My daughter's day
care space was yanked
out from under me.
Why?
My hours were too long; starting too early in the morning.
Well, excuse me.
Maybe I should've just ignored
that homework.

And then again, maybe I
should never have even attempted to break out of the welfare
cycle at all.
So why couldn't I just place the

That's not to say there's no
quality care. Certainly there is.
But there's also a high demand,
and waiting lists long enough
to...well you get the idea.
I could have taken
her to somewhere
farther away, but I
didn't want to spend
more than three
hours a day on the
bus.
Not worth it in my
opinion.
After all, if I was in
school so I could provide a better
life for my daughter, but it meant
all of our time together was spent
on a bus, there would be no balance there.

Maybe I should never
have even attempted to
break out of the welfare
cycle

CO••1111111

BUSINESS

baby somewhere else?
In my area (Charleswood)
there's very little infant care, and
the spaces that are available, I'd
never subject my daughter to.
COL

IL

CONFERENCE
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Who do you think should replace College
president Tony Knowles?

Pinky and The Brain because
The Brain likes to take over
the world.

APR IL 1 6 ,
1997
FORT GARRY PLACE

Get into the game-

VOLUNTEER

Cal BarteskiAdvertising Art

All RRCC students and staff are invited to register for a
one-day business conference featuring:

them not being able to reach the
pedals?
No problem. I will also manufacture leg extensions.
Now if only I could fix the
eyesight problem, I'd be even
richer.
But honestly, I think the government should take a serious
look into eye exams for elderly
people each year.
It would not only save a few
lives, but it would save me a few
grey hairs.
TrIrrn

• timely sessions on topics such as tackling the Year 2000
computer glitch; how a local company is choreographing major U.S. sporting events; plans to turn Winnipeg
into an international transportation hub; and much more
• luncheon with a top-notch keynote speaker
• networking opportunities with business delegates

Darth Vader, he's really strict.
Jason BonneteauBusiness Administration

Students! If you register before March 24, the fee is lust S30 ($35 after March 24)
and you will be eligible f or the following early bird prizes:
1st prize 5300
ti

2nd prize
3rd prize

dinner for 2 at the Prairie Lights Restaurant
a free Directions '97 registration

Staff registration fee is S50

Mel Gibson because everybody would want to come to
school then.

with CDA's team!

925-3800 or toll-free
1-800-782-0715

Where does that leave me?
Out $4,000.
Aside from that, I've had to
look at other ways of fighting
back against our crummy system.
I've decided to open my own
home day care, offering quality
infant care, with flexible hours.
And if that doesn't work, rn try
Creative Communications again.
But if that happens, I'll be begging on the street corners for
change because our government
won't help me more than once.
Nice, eh?
Anyway, to all the teachers I
met, and to all the friends I made,
my best wishes.

IOU

DIRECTIONS'91

Optically challenged elderly a menace behind the wheel
Twas drily i n g
down Route
90 the other
day when I
saw something which
nearly made
my eyes pop
out of my
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Trapped in Canada's social safety net

Corporations tighten belts in the '90's
Evolution of economy contributes to financial instability
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CALL 6 3 2 - 2 2 8 5 FOR REGISTRATION INFORMATION!

Christine BreckmanAnimal Health Technology
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the Projector
Representing over 30 years of
student journalism at Red
River Community College.
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Lisa Glover
News Editor
Kim Babij
Entertainment Editor
Mike Yawney
Photo Editor
Christine Landry

the Projector

Advertising & Sales
Guy Lussier
Advertising Artist
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This student newspaper is published by the RRCC's Students'
Association from September to May, every second Tuesday.
The Projector's mandate is to provide fair and balanced coverage

of issues and events that interest RRCC students.
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Cheryl Hamilton, Dan LeMoal,
Joepe Wolfe, Darwin Roberts
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Scott Brown, Simon Burgess, Kim
Hes, Sherry Kubara, Frank
Landry, Michelle Lavallee, Jill
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Jessie Jackson because it's
about time we had a black
man in the program.
Ian

Simpson-

Cooking

Bozo the Clown because I
really don't care.

The Projector editors can be contacted at Trailer K, through the

Students' Association office, by calling 632-2479 or by faxing
697-9080.

Trish LoewenASLEIP

For display advertising, please call 632-2070 of fax 632-7896.
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Comics

Resorts have seedy underside
weaving flowers in each other's leg hair.
Sound cool? Peace, love, understanding and all?
Well, you're less likely to hear them quoting
always wondered if I had moved back to Ginsberg and Kerouac than to hear them graphically describing the fungal infection they picked up
Winnipeg from Banff a link prematurely.
I felt drawn to the West, so when I found myself from the showers at the YWCA.
All that aside, my first stop after checking into a
presented with the opportunity to go back and visit
hotel was The Rose and Crown, where a small but
recently, I couldn't resist.
When my bus arrived at the Greyhound station, I boisterous crowd with ski goggle imprints burned
started to get that tugging nostalgic feeling. That is, into their faces down Kokanee while being enteruntil I passed by the Bow Valley Motor Lodge and tained by a two-man band singing ribald songs
recalled the endless days I spent there as a cham- about "cork-soaking".
One draught and I was out the door to my second
bermaid, exploring some of the more puzzling
stop - The Silver City.
facets of human nature .
This bar, an old favorite, appeared to now attract
How do you keep yourself from turning beet red
when you pass the impeccably dressed business- a largely pre-pubescent crowd. When some kids on
man from room 109 whose bathroom floor inex- the dance floor started to breakdance I realized that
I might be out of my element.
plicably had excrement smeared all over it (!!!!)?
After a half-hour of sipping a beer alone, I was
Or the stone-faced Quaker woman staying alone
in room 415 whose trash can had four used con- surprised that I had yet to be approached by any
booze-beggars.
doms lingering at the bottom like dead jellyfish?
I was certainly sending out the tourist signals No way. I'm not making a beeline for the Canada
recently bathed, clean clothes, wearing makeup,
Employment Centre on Marten Street.
I'm heading for a hotel on Banff Avenue. As a drinking a premium beer.
Well, I didn't have to wait much longer.
guest. A tourist. Aaahhh.
Along comes Eric, a rumpled and daft-looking
It's odd that the category of tourist is one that I
should feel so comfortable occupying, having spent snowboarder of tender age. Eric was fascinated by
the better part of three years living in Banff and my nose 0), and by the way, did I have a smoke?
Shortly
fielding their
after, Eric and
inane quesI were joined
tions:
by his equally
"They're elk.
daft-looking,
No, I wouldn't
toque-wearrecommend
ing, dreadpetting them."
locked, ski"Yes, there
bum buddy,
are many
Darryl.
Japanese peoDid I
ple here. No,
want to see
they're not tryt.J the bruise that
ing to take
2 he got yesterover the world.
day on the
think
I
slopes?
they just enjoy
Certainly.
vacationing
Well
here. Was that
damned
if
Louisiana you
Darryl didn't
said you're Typical Banffite getting comfortable.
pull his ratty
from?"
pants down right in the middle of the bar (under"It's Kamloops, not Cantaloupes."
Aside from tourists, I've found that people in wear and all) to reveal a viciously purple buttcheek.
Banff generally managed to fit into 2 categories.
I shouldn't feel too special though. Darryl wore
"Banffite" is the highly coveted category.
To be an actual Banffite one must have practical his wounded butt like a badge of honor, and
dropped his pants and gave it air at least another
ly been conceived in the town.
three times before I left.
Banffites have a rigorous set of standards.
I figured it was worth the $1.75 I spent on a beer
The only way to sidestep this qualification and
attain the glorified status is to set up a business in for him for the enlightening conversation I
the town and keep it afloat for a minimum of ten enjoyed.
"Hey Darryl, ya gotta job?" ("job?")
years.
"So what do you do all day?" ("Did I show you
If you can keep a business in the black in this
town for a decade, you're not only a my butt?")
"So Darryl, do you have any career aspirations?"
Banffitemyou're a magician.
Then there are those who do not qualify fix ("Shit yeah. I'm gonna be a mountain guide. Can I
have another beef?")
Banffite status. Locals.
Darryl was still counting out the pennies I had
This covers tree-hugging buskers, abusers of the
welfare system, strange bearded hitchhikers, Kool dumped onto the table when I was halfway out the
Aid-haired street children, and service-industry door. When I got outside I took a deep breath of
fresh mountain air, but all I smelled was stale beer
slaves.
One must stay in town to see a change of seasons and cigarettes.
It was a little too symbolic for my taste.
in order to make the grade. If you haven't, you are
Banff. Snow-capped mountains, friendly neighin limbo between somewhat respectable local and
borhood elk, cosmopolitan Shangri-La. Ya gotta
lowly tourist.
This time, as I walked through the streets, a love it.
Banff. Cramped, grimy staff-accommodations,
lowly tourist, I noticed that there appeared to be
more of the hip, pierced crowd edging out the rude tourists, diseased alcoholic ski-bums. Ya gotta
hate it.
sprout-eating, free-loving, frizzy-haired types.
This time when I left Banff on the Greyhound I
Mind you, the hippie-wannabes may simply be
in a hibernation of sorts. I'd . never been here in the felt satisfied to the point of being bored.
I glanced up at the powdered mountains for one
dead of winter.
I can picture them all retreating to the thermal last time before settling in to read my novel, and
safety of their rich parents' homes, yearning for the knew that there were no loose ends untied, no
spring when they can once again hitch to Banff, qualms or regrets. I could smile, breath a sigh of
play bongos for spare change, and lie in the grass relief and utter a final "BUH-Bye".
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By Cheryl Moore
Staff Writer
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Trevor greeted me at the door, smiling the smile of a cat with the
canary firmly tucked in its' belly.
He offered me a seat, and then got the workup of my "case". :
Of course, he snickered at the fact that I had succumbed to the
dreaded parking lot ice patch.
Naturally, I had to counter with my observation that he was a
5"7" runt, and if I could walk, would twist his neck off like oh so
many Molson products.
A stalemate seemed imminent, until he ordered me face down
on the examination table.
Gingerly, I lowered myself, ignoring his cackle of amusement
regarding my baleful condition, ready for the impending pain.
Face down and scared, I could here him moving about, yet I couldn't pinpoint his location.
CRACK! Ow, that would be my neck.
Maybe I didn't tell him it was my hip. I'll ask again...
CRACK.
My back. Idiot. I cursed his existence and he told me to lie on my
lose. He held One of my arms, and

as a barn

iwith an A Bomb.

He was still laughing when he told me get up, I did and' was
amazed to find that I could actually walk! 'A miracle! I was cured!
So, I did what any humiliated member of our family would do, I
paid, and then removed the valve stems from his Explorer.
Hope bone-boy can walk all the way back to St. Vital.
,
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WiseGuys Wants to Help y
Your Band Hit the
17
BIG TIME!
o
I:
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TUESDAYS ARE NOW
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SHOWCASE NIGHTS!

WiseGuys Bar & Grill can help
your Team raise up to
$5000 DOLLARS!
Here's How:
O We print up to 400 tickets for you to sell.
O We provide a complimentary buffet and one
beverage to each ticket holder.
O ALL YOU DO is put down a $100 deposit and
BELL TICKET91
© For more info or to book your fund-raiser call
Kate at 956-2333.

SO PUT YOUR BAND
ON DISPLAY AT
WISEGUYS

GET OUT OF YOUR GARAGE &
INTO THE SPOTLIGHTS
AT NO COST TO YOUR BAND
We'll print up to 300 tickets for
you to give to family and friends!

isq

No admission is charged and every
ticket holder gets a complimentary
beverage!
AND...your band gets Si for every
ticket holder that comes in!

Call Martin @ 956-2333 To Book!
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Here's the solution
to last issue's crossword.
Watch for the
return of

Solution 029
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